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Inside view of cell locomotion through single-molecule: fast F-/G-actin cycle

and G-actin regulation of polymer restoration

By Naoki WATANABE�,†

(Communicated by Nobutaka HIROKAWA, M.J.A.)

Abstract: The actin cytoskeleton drives cell locomotion and tissue remodeling. The inven-

tion of live-cell �uorescence single-molecule imaging opened a window for direct viewing of the

actin remodeling processes in the cell. Since then, a number of unanticipated molecular functions
have been revealed. One is the mechanism of F-actin network breakdown. In lamellipodia, one

third of newly polymerized F-actin disassembles within 10 seconds. This fast F-actin turnover is

facilitated by the �lament severing/disrupting activity involving co�lin and AIP1. Astoundingly
fast dissociation kinetics of the barbed end interactors including capping protein suggests that F-

actin turnover might proceed through repetitive disruption/reassembly of the �lament near the

barbed end. The picture of actin polymerization is also being revealed. At the leading edge of the
cell, Arp2/3 complex is highly activated in a narrow edge region. In contrast, mDia1 and its related

Formin homology proteins display a long-distance directional molecular movement using their
processive actin capping ability. Recently, these two independently-developed projects converged

into a discovery of the spatiotemporal coupling between mDia1-mediated �lament nucleation and

actin disassembly. Presumably, the local concentration �uctuation of G-actin regulates the actin
nucleation ef�ciency of speci�c actin nucleators including mDia1. Pharmacological perturbation

and quantitative molecular behavior analysis synergize to reveal hidden molecular linkages in the

actin turnover cycle and cell signaling.
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1. Introduction

The actin cytoskeleton is the major component

beneath the surface of eukaryotic cells. Remodeling
of the actin cytoskeleton is directly coupled to cell

shape changes. To accomplish body functions such

as morphogenesis, migration of immune cells, forma-
tion of the neural network, endocytosis, exocytosis

and cytokinesis, cells must reorganize cell surface
structures through mobilization of the actin remodel-

ing machinery. The actin cytoskeleton not only facil-

itates transformation of cell structures but also gen-
erates forces that drive translocation of the whole

cell body and even tissue remodeling.

Recent development of live-cell �uorescence
single-molecule imaging has given us a window for

direct viewing of cellular biochemical reactions.1)

Currently, the prevailing method to examine molecu-
lar functions is to knock out or knock down gene ex-

pression and to observe resultant phenotypes. For

example, my research group has recently carried out
comprehensive screening to elucidate the role of Rho

family GTPases in the PDGF-induced chemotaxis of

�broblast cells. This study identi�ed Cdc42, Rac1
and RhoG as crucial regulators of �broblast chemo-

taxis. Knock down of three GTPases had severe and

distinct morphological e�ects on chemotactic cells.
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Interestingly, impaired chemotaxis in all situations

arises from the reduced cell migration speed but not
loss in the directionality.2) As seen in this example,

genetic manipulation provides a powerful means to

elucidate molecular functions. However, due to its
slowness, genetic manipulation does not always clarify

the primary site of action of the molecule. Success in

elucidating mechanistic aspects of complex biological
systems such as actin-based motility relies on the

methods enabling real time monitoring of the process.

In 2002, my study with Tim Mitchison convinc-
ingly demonstrated that intracellular molecules can

be visualized at the single-molecule level.3) It was for-

tunate that my research subject was actin �lament
dynamics. The assembly to disassembly step of cy-

toskeletal proteins is a suitable target for �uorescence

single-molecule observation. With the aid of the low-
noise charge-coupled devise (CCD) cameras, it is

possible to visualize a single �uorechrome attached

to �lamentous actin (F-actin). Signals from a non-
di�using �uorechrome add up in a small spot on the

CCD chip with the exposure time of �2 seconds. In

contrast, signals from a freely di�using �uorechrome

are blurred on the image. Thus, cytoskeletal proteins
which cease random walk for a certain period can

be visualized as single-molecules in a state-speci�c

manner (Fig. 1).
Using this approach, my research has elucidated

detailed F-actin turnover kinetics at the leading edge

of �broblasts3) as well as F-actin association kinetics
of major actin regulators.4),5) It is now possible to

compare kinetics data obtained in living cells directly

with data from in vitro actin biochemistry. In a num-
ber of cases, single-molecule observation has revealed

unexpectedly fast actin remodeling processes. In the

former part of this review, I overview the molecular
kinetics involved in breakdown of the actin network.

In the latter, I describe the feedback F-actin re-

storation mechanism regulated by monomeric actin
(G-actin). In the cell, actin exists in two forms,

monomeric G-actin and �lamentous F-actin (Fig. 2).

F-actin turnover is very dynamic. In cultured cells,
the conversion between G- and F-actin occurs in every

a half to a few minutes.3),6)–8) G-actin and F-actin

Fig. 1. Overview of �uorescence single-molecule imaging. The upper panels show conventional live-cell imaging of EGFP-actin
in a Xenopus �broblast cell. A part of the timelapse images are paneled on the right. The retrograde �ow of bulk F-actin struc-
tures can be visualized although movement of individual F-actin subunits and local F-actin assembly and disassembly can not
be assessed by the conventional imaging of GFP probes. The lower panels show �uorescence single-molecule imaging employ-
ing the same EGFP-actin probe. The density of labeled probes is much less than that in the upper example. Low noise CCD
cameras can capture the images of individual cell structure-anchored �uorechromes with long exposure times, typically 0.2 to 2
seconds. Signals from soluble probes are blurred. By this way, the association-dissociation kinetics of cytoskeletal proteins can
be monitored with high resolution. Scale bars, 5 mm.
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exist roughly at the 1:1 ratio. The cellular concentra-

tion of G-actin may exceed a hundred micromolar.

Similarly abundant G-actin sequestering proteins
prevent G-actin from uncontrolled polymerization.

The large mass of the G-actin pool and its sequester-

ing proteins has kept researchers’ eyes o� their regu-
latory roles. However, two independently-developed

projects in my research recently converged into a dis-

covery of the dynamic association of �lament nuclea-
tion to actin disassembly mechanisms in the cell.9) I

discuss the spatiotemporal coupling between actin

disassembly and reassembly through the concentra-
tion �uctuation and heterogeneity of free G-actin.

2. Force generation by actin system in

non-muscle cells

To generate the force to drive cell locomotion,

the actin cytoskeleton operates two major force-

generating systems.10) One uses the actin polyme-
rization force and the other is the actomyosin con-

traction mechanism. The leading edge of motile cells

forms two morphologically distinct pseudopods called

�lopodia and lamellipodia. In both, actin forms polar-
ized arrays of �laments directing fast-growing barbed

ends towards the cell edge.11),12) In lamellipodia, F-

actin free from barbed end inhibitors such as capping
protein exists in abundance.4),13)–15) Many free barbed

ends are presumably in contact with the leading edge

plasma membrane. Due to the �exible nature of either
the plasma membrane16) or the lateral bending of

actin �laments,17) G-actin is allowed to occasionally

assemble onto the barbed end in contact with the
plasma membrane. Such insertion events lead to gen-

eration of force pushing the cell edge forward. This

mechano-chemical coupling has been demonstrated
using pharmacological intervention of actin elonga-

tion18) and theorized in the context of the Brownian
ratchet mechanism.19)

In the more central region of the cell at the back

of lamellipodia, actin forms an array of long, often
anti-parallel �laments. This type of F-actin is con-

nected to the extracellular matrix and the neighbor-

ing cells, through actin stress �bers to focal adhesions
and circumference bundles to adherence junctions,

respectively. The conventional type-II myosin associ-

ating with such actin arrays generates contractile
forces. Cells exhibiting the amoeboid mode of migra-

tion use the actomyosin mechanism.20) Actomyosin

also plays a crucial role in migration of epithelial
sheets during embryo morphogenesis.21) In addition,

blebbing, the third form of cell edge protrusion, is

driven by actomyosin.22),23) The local cortical rupture
as a consequence of increased actomyosin tension24)

or uneven transient pressure formed by a poroelastic

cytoplasm25) may lead to the formation of blebs.
Blebbing is frequently observed in cells exhibiting

amoeboid migration and cytokinesis accompanied by

an increase in cortical tension.
Here I propose another potent regulatory step

conducted by actin polymerization that is the forma-

tion of structure-bridging actin �laments. Thus far,
much of our attention to the role of actin polymeriza-

tion has been paid in cell edge protrusion. However,

in the central region, F-actin turnover is ubiquitously
found.7),26) Anti-parallel F-actin structures such as

actin stress �bers and the cytokinetic contractile

ring provide the sca�old for conventional myosin.
The amount of myosin-generated force and its trans-

mission should be modulated by the density and the

polarity of surrounding actin �laments. Therefore,
assembly of cell structure-bridging F-actin structures

Fig. 2. Homeostasis between G-actin and F-actin. In typical
cultured cells, conversion between monomeric ‘G-actin’ and
�lamentous ‘F-actin’ occurs in every a half to a few minutes.
G-actin and F-actin exist roughly at the 1:1 ratio. G-actin
sequestering proteins bind G-actin and prevent uncontrolled
actin nucleation by lowering the concentration of ‘free’ G-
actin. The concentration of total G-actin may exceed 100
mM while the concentration of free G-actin is kept low at
a range of 0.1{1 mM.9),170) Because of the large size of the
G-actin pool, little has been investigated about the role of
the G-actin pool in actin remodeling. However, my two
independently-developed researches have converged into an
intriguing �nding that the actin disassembly and F-actin
nucleation activities are tightly coupled in times and places
within the cell.9)
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would be a vital step to control the force generation

for cell locomotion and tissue remodeling.
Under many conditions, rapid remodeling of ac-

tin stress �bers is observed in cultured cells. Extra-

cellular ligands such as lysophosphatidic acid stimu-
late the rapid formation of actin stress �bers. Upon

wounding the chick embryonic skin, thick actin

cables are formed at the front of the marginal epithe-
lial cells within 5 min.27) Rho, a small GTPase, is a

molecular switch in the formation of actin stress

�bers28) and the contractile ring during cytokine-
sis.29),30) In mid 90’s, my work in graduate school

identi�ed mDia1, a member of formin homology pro-

teins (Formins) as an e�ector of Rho.31) Further anal-
ysis revealed that its FH1-FH2 unit structure, which

is conserved among Formins, is capable of inducing
the formation of long thin actin �bers.32) These actin

�bers often bridge across the diameter of the cell.

This activity cooperates with ROCK, a Rho e�ector
kinase that upregulates actomyosin contractility,33)–

37) to induce morphologically-varied actin �bers. It is

noteworthy that overexpression of active mDia1 in-
duces the bleb formation in a fraction of cells,32) sug-

gesting a close link between mDia1 and actomyosin-

derived cortical tension. Thus, cell morphology-based
analysis provided a number of insights into the func-

tion of mDia1. At the same time, I realized the dif�-

culty in capturing the precise site of action of this
potent actin �ber inducer because of the complex

nature of cellular F-actin remodeling. Direct viewing

of the molecular behavior of mDia1 and its related
molecules has now turned out to be a powerful tool

to clarify how structure-bridging actin arrays are

generated.

3. F-actin turnover measurement:

di�erent interpretations

Before the invention of live-cell �uorescence
single-molecule observation,3) cellular F-actin turn-

over had been characterized mainly by two methods.

One observes primary incorporation sites of newly-
administrated actin probes. Researchers �xed cells

20{30 seconds after microinjection of labeled actin

and observed distribution of the probe incorporation
either by electron microscopy14) or by �uorescence

microscopy.13) These studies observed that the ex-

treme leading edge of the cell assembles F-actin at
the fastest rate.

The other approach uses photoactivation of
�uorescence (PAF) of caged �uorescent actin6),8) or

�uorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)

of �uorescently-labeled actin.7),38),39) These methods
simultaneously visualize movement and disintegra-

tion of the cytoskeletal network. In an early study,

Yu-li Wang38) discovered the continuous centripetal
movement of the lamellipodium actin network which

is called the retrograde actin �ow. This �nding illu-

minated the main body of the long known centripetal
movement of the cell peripheral architecture.40),41)

This centripetal actin �ow is thought to serve for

adhesion-induced cell edge protrusion, as proposed
in a hypothetical model called the ‘clutch model’.42)

In this model, strengthening linkage between cell

adhesion molecules and the retrograde actin �ow re-
duces the �ow speed. If the �lament growth rate is

unaltered at the leading edge, the reduction in the
actin �ow rate may lead to cell edge extension. Re-

cently, the interaction either between Shootin-1 and

L1-CAM43) or between N-cadherin and F-actin44) has
been proposed to constitute the molecular ‘clutch’ to

promote neurite outgrowth. Since this massive actin

�ow is found in most of cultured cells, there must be
more adhesion molecules that function in a similar

manner. Notably, a similar �ow of E-cadherin com-

plexes between two adjacent cells is also found at the
cell-to-cell junction.45) The relationship between this

‘physical’ clutch mechanism and the adhesion-induced

‘chemical’ cell signaling remains to be clari�ed.
With regard to F-actin turnover, an important

notion was brought by PAF experiments using caged

�uorescent actin. Based on the F-actin disintegration
faster than the �lament density decay expected from

the retrograde �ow rate, Theriot and Mitchison pro-

posed that actin frequently polymerizes away from
the leading edge.6) This proposal contradicted the

treadmilling model which had prevailed in the re-

search �eld. Actin forms a polarized �lament with
the barbed end growing and the pointed end shrink-

ing at steady state,46) which is referred to as tread-

milling. At the leading edge, the majority of actin
�laments direct their fast-growing barbed ends to-

ward the cell edge.11) F-actin assembles the fastest

at the leading edge13),14) and then �ows inward.18),38)

From these observations, the treadmilling model, in

which actin polymerizes exclusively at the leading

edge while disassembling at the back of lamellipodia,
was widely accepted. The proposal by Theriot and

Mitchison provoked debate over the treadmilling

and their nucleation release model.6),47) I reinvesti-
gated this issue using �uorescence single-molecule
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observation with Mitchison, and found that about

one third of newly assembled F-actin subunits had a
short lifetime less than 10 seconds in lamellipodia

of Xenopus XTC �broblasts.3) Since it takes 2{5
minutes for the actin network to travel through the

entire width of a lamellipodium, the results support

Theriot and Mitchison’s conclusion. The fast dis-
assembling population of F-actin was also observed

by a computer assisted �uorescence speckle analysis

of X-rhodamine-labeled actin.26)

FRAP experiments often show slow recovery

kinetics of F-actin in lamellipodia. A recent study39)

strongly argues that FRAP data showing slow recov-
ery of the photobleached actin are inconsistent with

single-molecule observation results showing fast dis-

assembling population.3) This discrepancy might
arise in part from the intrinsic problems in FRAP

and PAF experiments.

First, single-molecule analysis detects fast F-
actin species repeatedly within the observed time

window. By contrast, FRAP and PAF analyses mea-

sure the recovery kinetics of the label existing at a
given moment. Hence direct comparison between

single-molecule lifetime distribution and the FRAP/

PAF decay rate may not be valid. Reinterpreted
to the FRAP/PAF situation by weighing lifetime

of each population, the single-molecule lifetime data

yield that at a given moment, nearly a half of F-actin
subunits have lifetime of >100 seconds. F-actin forms

high order structures and its stability is enhanced by
association with tropomyosin,48),49) fascin8),50),51) and

so on.

Second, as shown by mathematical simulation,52)

reincorporation of dissociated labels into the marked

zone in FRAP and PAF experiments may retard the

decay rate substantially. In lamellipodia, F-actin ex-
ists at Q1000 mM53) and therefore the ratio of F- and

G-actin could become as high as 5�10:1. In such

situations, the reincorporation mechanism retards
the apparent FRAP decay �2 times slower than

true actin disassembly as duration in the G-actin

state becomes very short in the actin turnover cycle
(Fig. 3). These two problems need special attention

when FRAP/PAF analysis is applied for molecules

which rapidly switch between fast and slow di�usion
states.

In addition, as I discuss in the following sections,

actin disassembly may proceed in part through re-
lease of actin oligomers.4) This mechanism, which is

now under investigation in my research group, may

further slow actin di�using out of the FRAP and
PAF areas.

Fig. 3. Simulation of PAF (photoactivation of �uorescence) experiments using the Tardy model: a delay in the recovery kine-
tics due to local reincorporation. Tardy et al.52) mathematically analyzed actin-based PAF and FRAP experiments incorporat-
ing the exchange between F-actin and G-actin. Although the model does not consider uneven distribution of F-actin and the
retrograde actin �ow, the early decay or recovery kinetics in the local cell environment can be estimated by this model. (A)
The time-resolved distribution of PAF signals in a 50 mm wide cell. The photoactivation label is placed between 1.5 mm and
4.5 mm away from the cell edge. Di�usion constant of G-actin, the turnover rate from F-actin to G-actin and the ratio between
F- and G-actin are 4.0� 10�8 cm2/s,7) 0.03 s�1 and 5:1, respectively. Although the overall ratio between F- and G-actin is
about 1:1, F-actin exists at �1000 mM in lamellipodia,53) which should lead to a local high F-/G-actin concentration ratio.
(B) Dependency of PAF signal decay on the ratio between F- and G-actin. The conditions are the same as above except
for the F-/G-actin ratios. Note that the simulated decay rate of PAF labels becomes substantially slower (apparent T1/2 is
approximately 30�50 sec) than the true F-actin disassembly rate (T1/2 ¼ 23 sec).
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4. Single-molecule kinetics of F-actin turnover

and actin regulators in lamellipodia

I summarize single-molecule kinetics of actin

and its regulators in a single de�ned cell system,
XTC Xenopus �broblast cells. These cells are suit-

able for live cell imaging as they grow at room tem-

perature in ambient atmosphere. A condition where
cells form a wide �at lamellipodia was developed.3)

Since thickness of lamellipodia is less than 200 nm,53)

it is possible to observe molecules in the entire lamel-
lipodium using conventional epi�uorescence micros-

copy. This method can also be applied to other mam-

malian cell types with modi�cation.43) I have found
that several types of mammalian cells including

mouse NIH3T3 cells and rat 3Y1 cells tend to lose
activity rapidly under strong xenon illumination for

unknown reasons (unpublished observations).

The dendritic nucleation model is believed to
constitute the major mechanism controlling lamel-

lipod actin dynamics.54),55) F-actin is nucleated by

Arp2/3 complex o� the side of preexisting �laments.56)–

59) Those nucleated �laments grow outward as actin

�laments in lamellipodia direct their fast growing barbed

end toward the cell periphery.11) Growth of barbed ends
is terminated by capping protein.60) The �lament net-

work moves toward the cell center and disassembles.

Single-molecule observation of EGFP-actin re-
vealed F-actin turnover kinetics in lamellipodia of

XTC �broblasts in detail. The observation of single-

molecule �uorescent actin revealed that (i) 34% of
newly assembled �laments disassemble within 10

seconds, (ii) F-actin lifetime distributes over a wide

range of 4{148 seconds and (iii) F-actin migrates
parallel to each other except for subtle local deforma-

tion of the actin network (See Supplementary Movie

3 in ref. 3). The observation (iii) is expected from the
dense, crosslinked �lament network in EM studies.47),61)

The observation (iii), however, does not agree with

the conclusion drawn in a study led by Waterman-
Storer and Danuser which claimed a large population

of long-lived F-actin migrating at a slow speed in

lamellipodia.26) Their method called qFSM (quan-
titative �uorescence speckle microscopy) analyzes

behavior of �uorescence speckles, a cluster of �uore-

chromes, by computer-assisted algorisms. Recently,
it was disputed that several manual or automatic

analyses, designed to eliminate tracking errors, fail

to detect such long-lived, slowly-migrating F-actin
species in the actin speckle images.62) In general,

errors in automatic particle tracking may dramati-

cally increase at high particle densities and for mole-
cules that appear and disappear quickly. Moreover,

for particles localized in narrow cell structures such

as focal adhesions, correlation-based tracking may
detect displacement of structures but not of the par-

ticles if the label density is too high. Therefore, care

also needs to be taken in the interpretation of other
qFSM-based �ow rate analyses for focal adhesion

proteins,63) actin regulators64) and so on. I suggest

that reanalysis using image samples labeled at vari-
ous particle densities may help understand the me-

chanics of error generation by computer-assisted

algorisms. I also suggest that reanalysis by single-
molecule observation may be required for validating

the conclusions drawn by qFSM approaches. For
such a purpose, it is important to carefully develop

conditions that eliminate phototoxicity problems in

each cell system.
Apart from these possible tracking problems,

the original actin speckle images provided by Ponti

et al.26) and other studies65),66) show coexistence of
quickly appearing and disappearing actin speckles in

the body of lamellipodia, which is consistent with

single-molecule observation of EGFP-actin.3) The
average dissociation rate of F-actin is Q0.03 s�1.

Slightly faster is the dissociation of Arp2/3 complex

from the actin network which occurs at 0.048 s�1

(Fig. 4). Thus the lag between uncapping at the

pointed end and disassembly of the entire �lament is

very limited. On the other hand, the dissociation of
capping protein (CP) occurs astoundingly fast at

0.58 s�1. Importantly, this fast CP dissociation is

speci�c to in vivo as the EGFP-tagged capping
protein probe tightly caps the barbed end with the

dissociation rate of 0.005 s�1 in vitro, which is com-

parable to native capping protein.67) The recent
study, which strongly argued that lamellipod actin

turnover is slow,39) also detected fast dissociation of

CP with T1/2 of 7.2 seconds using FRAP. Thus the
previously prevailing view that CP blocks barbed

end growth until the end of lifetime of its bound �la-

ment needs to be revised. None of the other barbed
end interacting proteins, Eps8, VASP, gelsolin,4)

wild-type mDia19) and AIP1,5) shows persistent asso-

ciation with the lamellipod actin network. Consis-
tently, the concentration of free barbed ends is high

at �1 mM in lamellipodia of permeabilized XTC

cells.4) Furthermore, the actin elongation rate deter-
mined from the speed of processive actin polymeriza-
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tion by the mDia1 FH2 domain4),68) and its biochemi-
cal property69) is very fast (66 s�1). Combined,

growth of barbed ends in lamellipodia is not re-

stricted as thought before. Mathematical simulation
of the treadmilling model using the above parameters

points to the requirement of >90 fold acceleration

of pointed end disassembly (unpublished results).
In vitro, pointed end disassembly can be accelerated

by a maximum of 22{30 fold with ADF and less

ef�ciently with co�lin.70),71) Thus the single-molecule
kinetics data suggest a mechanism other than the

treadmilling model in which co�lin/ADF disassem-

bles F-actin solely from the pointed end.

5. How might �lament disassembly proceed

in the cell?

1) Recent advance in actin depolymeriza-

tion biochemistry. F-actin disassembly to G-

actin recycling remains one of the most obscurely
understood steps in the actin turnover cycle. The

co�lin/ADF family72),73) is essential in cellular F-
actin turnover.4),74),75) However, how actin disas-

sembly proceeds (i.e. end depolymerization versus

�lament severing, the barbed end versus the pointed
end) remains an open issue. Whether F-actin is fre-

quently severed or not has attracted researchers’

interest because severing is a measure for the cell to
generate newly-growing �laments. Currently it re-

mains elusive whether co�lin/ADF functions exclu-

sively by accelerating pointed end disassembly or its
weak ‘non-catalyzing’ �lament severing activity76)

substantially contributes to actin disassembly pro-

cesses. In addition, co�lin also promotes �lament nu-
cleation at a high concentration.77)

Co�lin/ADF by itself may not accomplish the

fast actin disassembly observed in cells. Recent
work, however, succeeded to purify a highly active

tri-component actin disassembling system consisting

of co�lin, AIP1 and coronin from calf thymus.78),79)

The high actin disassembling activity by these three

Fig. 4. Summary of single-molecule kinetics in the dendritic actin network. The numbers in bold letters show kinetic parame-
ters obtained in �uorescence single-molecule studies.3)–5) Overall, dynamics at the barbed end has turned out to be faster than
previously thought. The dissociation of capping protein occurs at 0.58 s�1. Fast elongation of the free barbed end is derived
from the speed of mDia1-catalyzed processive actin elongation in lamellipodia. In contrast, the pointed end side of F-actin,
where Arp2/3 complex associates, disassembles much slower at the rate of 0.048 s�1. Certain mechanisms other than simple
treadmilling must compensate the imbalance between fast growing barbed ends with slowly disassembling pointed ends. AIP1-
mediated actin severing/disruption might be one of the mechanisms. It turned out to beQ15 times more frequent than F-actin
nucleation by Arp2/3 complex.
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proteins appears to be promising towards the goal to

elucidate the fast actin recycling mechanism.
AIP1 (actin interacting protein 1) was originally

identi�ed as a binding partner of both actin and

co�lin (reviewed in ref. 80). AIP1 shows genetic in-
teraction with co�lin in yeast,81),82) C. elegans83) and

Drosophila,84) where they collaborate to disassemble

F-actin.85),86) In mouse, two amino acid deletion in
AIP1 causes neutrophil dysfunction and macro-

thrombocytopenia.87) AIP1 caps the barbed end in a

manner dependent on co�lin and inhibits elonga-
tion.88) AIP1 does not prevent reannealing of me-

chanically fragmented �laments.88) Hence AIP1 spec-

i�cally recognizes and caps the barbed end generated
by co�lin-catalyzed �lament severing.

Recently, bipolar e�ects of coronin on co�lin-
catalyzed actin disassembly have been demon-

strated.89) Coronin prevents co�lin-induced severing

of F-actin assembled from ATP-actin but promotes
severing of F-actin assembled from ADP-actin. The

authors interpreted that coronin protects ATP/

ADP-Pi-F-actin from co�lin while helping co�lin
sever the �lament after ATP hydrolysis and �-

phosphate (Pi) release. Although this work provided

important notions, their data (Fig. 2B in ref. 89)
might not simply agree with the author’s interpreta-

tion. Hydrolysis of Mg-ATP occurs quickly upon poly-

merization and Pi release proceeds over minutes.90)

Pi release is prerequisite for �lament disassembly

because Pi stabilizes F-actin.91) Pi release is greatly

accelerated by co�lin.92) At the start of the above
�lament disassembly experiments, a large fraction of

F-actin should already be ADP-F-actin. Therefore

coronin’s bipolar e�ects may not simply depend on
the nucleotide bound to F-actin. Their microscopic

observation (Fig. 2G and Movies S3 and S4 in ref.

89) shows weak F-actin bundling activity of coronin.
I therefore speculate that the inhibitory e�ects of coro-

nin on ATP-F-actin disassembly might be caused by

other mechanisms such as coronin-induced �lament
bundling.93)

It is also known that coronin interferes with

Arp2/3 complex-induced actin nucleation94),95) and
promote debranching.96) These e�ects on Arp2/3

complex are week (typically, Q2 fold changes) even

with a saturating concentration of coronin (50{500
nM).94),96) Coronin may not exist free at these con-

centrations in cells because the dissociation constant

of coronin with F-actin is Q6� 10�9 M.97) Thus
these activities toward the Arp2/3 complex may not

be the primary function of coronin under intracellu-

lar environment. Rather, the following actin disas-
sembly activity might be the more important func-

tion of coronin because coronin, co�lin and AIP1

synergize e�ectively.
When combined together, co�lin, AIP1 and coro-

nin achieve fast actin disassembly in a manner in-

sensitive to polymerizable monomer.78) This system
facilitates actin disassembly from both barbed and

pointed ends by abruptly removing �laments of a

mean size of 260 subunits.79) The authors of this
study hypothesized that instantaneous subunit loss

proceeds through cooperative strand separation. Fur-

ther biochemical analysis of this tri-component actin
disassembling system should provide a clue to solve

how fast actin disassembly might be achieved in the
cell.

2) Frequent severing triggers fast capping

protein dissociation in living cells. In parallel
with the above biochemical analyses, single-molecule

analysis by my group has revealed frequent F-actin

severing/disruption in lamellipodia.4),5) As mentioned,
capping protein (CP) observed at the single-molecule

level dissociates at 0.58 s�1, approximately 20 times

faster than actin disassembly. Notably, F-actin stabi-
lizing treatments such as jasplakinolide,98) overex-

pression of hLIMK1 which inactivates co�lin,99),100)

and association with actin stress �bers all block the
fast dissociation of CP. Jasplakinolide inhibits the in-

teraction between co�lin and F-actin in live XTC

cells.5) These data strongly indicate that �lament
severing by co�lin triggers dissociation of CP from

the actin network.

The dissociation of CP from the barbed has been
reported to be induced by phosphatidylinositol-4,5-

bisphosphate (PIP2)67) or CARMIL.101),102) However,

recent studies employing direct microscopic observa-
tion of the uncapping reaction reported that PIP2 in-

duced-dissociation of CP is undetectable103) or occurs

at a very slow rate (�10% uncapped by 50 mM PIP2

after 60 min).104) This markedly contrasts with the

instantaneous uncapping by PIP2 observed in the pre-

vious reports,67) one of which also described the fast
uncapping e�ect of CARMIL.101) The previous obser-

vations67),101) might be caused by �lament shearing

upon mixing and simultaneous blockade of free CP
by PIP2. It would be necessary to reevaluate the

e�ects of phospholipids and CARMIL using several

other methods including direct microscopic observa-
tion.58),91),103) The binding site for phospholipids104)
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overlaps with the actin binding surface105) on the 3D

structure of CP.106)

The �nding of actin turnover-dependent fast CP

dissociation led my research group to propose the

frequent �lament severing/end-to-end annealing hy-
pothesis.4) In this model, CP dissociates accompanied

by a barbed end actin oligomer. The other part of

the �lament is rescued by similarly frequent end-to-
end annealing, escaping rapid collapse. The size of

actin oligomers capable of di�using o� the actin net-

work is unknown. An EM study47) observed the
�lament intercross every 14{16 nm, Q5 actin sub-

units. The detergent-extracted actin comet tail in-

duced by Listeria monocytogenes in macrophages
largely consists of short �laments, typically Q0.1 mm

(Fig. 8 in ref. 107). The size of di�usible actin oligo-
mers could thus be within the range between 5 and

30 subunits. To achieve fragmentation of F-actin to

these sizes, a severing rate of 0.1{0.02 s�1 might be
required. This problem was challenged in the follow-

ing study.

3) AIP1-associated �lament disruption in

lamellipodia: 15 times more frequent than ac-

tin nucleation by Arp2/3 complex. A number

of attempts have been made to quantitatively model
actin-based cell edge protrusion. Regrettably, model-

ing studies108),109) omit �lament severing despite the

accumulating evidence.4),110) Such omission might
have arisen from the lack of the knowledge regarding

the in vivo frequency of �lament severing. A recent

study introducing an open source editable simulation
database111) incorporated �lament severing and an-

nealing. This study built an extensive simulation

with a large set of parameters. Yet the parameters
used for several reactions including �lament severing

and uncapping are distinct from the data obtained

in live cells (Fig. 4). The dif�culty in predicting kine-
tic parameters only from in vitro reconstitution is

evident.

To investigate �lament severing in vivo, my
research group turned to AIP1. AIP1 speci�cally

recognizes the barbed end generated after co�lin-

catalyzed �lament severing/disruption. Several lines
of evidence from single-molecule observation of

AIP1 suggest the same property operating in vivo.

First, LIMK1 overexpression decreased the F-actin
association of AIP1. Second, the F-actin association

of AIP1 is attenuated by jasplakinolide which blocks

the co�lin-F-actin interaction simultaneously. Third,
the dissociation of AIP1 slows upon jasplakinolide

treatment, which is analogous to the reaction of

CP to this drug.4) These notions support the use of
AIP1 probes for monitoring co�lin/ADF-mediated

�lament severing/disruption.

Single-molecule observation of two AIP1 probes
yielded 1.8 mM s�1 for the �lament disruption rate in

lamellipodia. There F-actin exists at Q1000 mM.53)

The frequency of AIP1-associated �lament severing/
disruption corresponds to 1 s�1 per Q560 subunits

long �lament on average. Surprisingly, this frequency

is Q15 times more than that of actin nucleation by
Arp2/3 complex, 0.11 mM s�1.4) Does AIP1 disso-

ciate rapidly enough to allow barbed end growth?

In vitro, AIP1 dissociates from barbed end at
t < 10 s.79) AIP1 dissociates from barbed end at

0.1�0.2 s�1 in jasplakinolide-treated cells where
severing-based release of CP is severely attenuated.4)

If these observations re�ect spontaneous dissociation

of AIP1, 10�20% of dissociation of AIP1 may lead
to the formation of free barbed ends. This mode of

barbed end generation may account for the ubiqui-

tous actin polymerization3),6),26) and the abundant
free barbed ends4),15) throughout lamellipodia. At

the leading edge, Arp2/3 complex adds new �lament

nuclei receiving signals downstream of Rac-WAVE/
Scar and Cdc42-WASP.112) At the back of the lead-

ing edge, the AIP1-associated mechanism operates

repeatedly along the retrograde �ow. It is interesting
to ask how the two opposite actions of AIP1, genera-

tion of the barbed end and breakdown of the polymer

mass, might propagate in the actin array behind the
leading edge.

4) Possible dynamic instability-like behav-

ior of actin barbed end. To my regret, however,
the above frequency of AIP1-associated �lament dis-

ruption falls short of the rate predicted in the frequent

�lament severing-annealing theory by one order. In-
stead, this discrepancy opened up another possibility

in the actin turnover regulation.5) The �lament disas-

sembly mechanism involving AIP1 might preferen-
tially attack the �lament near the barbed end. In

vitro, both barbed and pointed ends are disassembled

by co�lin, AIP1 and coronin faster than the other
portion of the �lament. In lamellipodia, the pointed-

end side disassembles much more slowly than the

barbed end as the dissociation of Arp2/3 complex
occurs at 0.048 s�1 (Fig. 4).4) Thus the pointed end

is more stabilized against the cellular actin disassem-

bly activity than the barbed end. It is worthy men-
tioning that the dissociation rate of Arp2/3 complex
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is almost equal to the decay curve of lifetime distri-

bution of fast disassembling F-actin species. Hence
the whole actin network other than the barbed end

�lament disassembles with similar ‘slow’ kinetics

(T1/2,Q 15 seconds) while the barbed end portion
may undergo rapid �lament disruption/severing cy-

cles. This raises an intriguing possibility that the

barbed end of cellular actin �laments may display
growth and shrinkage behavior similar to dynamic

instability (Fig. 5).

Dynamic instability is characteristic of microtu-
bules dynamics.113),114) At any point of time, a subset

of microtubules are growing while others are rapidly

shrinking. GTP-cap is thought to protect the plus
end from disassembly. Once the plus end micro-

tubules hydrolyze GTP, GDP-tubulin tends to be in
a bent conformation, which triggers rapid disassem-

bly from the plus end. While several molecules such

as MCAK and XMAP215 enhance this growth and
shrinkage dynamics,115) dynamic instability is an in-

trinsic property of microtubules.

In contrast, the actin �lament is believed to
undergo treadmilling. The dissociation of actin is the

fastest at the barbed end of ADP-F-actin (7.2 s�1;

ref. 46). However, in the presence of ATP-G-actin,
this fast barbed end dissociation may not occur.

ATP hydrolysis is fast but Pi release is slow after

ATP-G-actin assembles at the barbed end.46),92) Pi
abrogates the dissociation of ADP-F-actin at the

barbed end.91) ATP, which is abundant in the cyto-

plasm, also prevents the barbed end depolymeriza-
tion of ADP-F-actin.116) In the cell, pro�ln:actin

complex exists at 22{40 mM.9),117),118) This complex

can add to the barbed end as fast as free G-actin. In-
deed, from the speed of processive movement of

mDia1 FH2, the barbed end growth rate can be esti-

mated to be 66 s�1 in lamellipodia.4) All together, de-
polymerization from the barbed end seems unlikely

to contribute to �lament disassembly. However, the

identi�cation of co�ln/AIP1/coronin system and
its ultra-fast �lament disruption from both ends of

F-actin78),79) has now opened up the possibility that

the barbed end may be the major site for �lament
disassembly in vivo. The fast barbed end and slow

pointed end single-molecule kinetics of many �lament

end factors4),5) suggest the dynamic instability-like
behavior of the barbed end (Fig. 5). Further ex-

tensive studies are required to prove this intriguing

possibility.

6. How does actin reassemble? :

actin nucleating factors

To form �laments de novo, actin undergoes two

steps, nucleation and elongation.46) Filament nuclea-
tion occurs spontaneously in the physiological salt

condition, but this step requires long time in typical

in vitro experiments. The formation of actin dimers
and trimers occurs frequently in solution. However,

dissociation of subunits is also fast and the nuclea-

tion step barely proceeds forward. Once �lament
nuclei consisting of 4 actin subunits are formed,

they act as a �lament and actin elongation proceeds

steadily. The rate of actin nucleation depends on the
cubic of the free G-actin concentration. In the cell,

actin nucleating factors are required for ef�cient
�lament nucleation.

1) Arp2/3 complex. The major actin nucle-

ator at the leading edge is Arp2/3 complex. Arp2/3
complex nucleates the �laments o� the side of pre-

existing �laments.56),58),59) This branched actin net-

work is abundantly found in lamellipodia.61) As re-
vealed by single-molecule imaging, its activation

zone is highly restricted in the narrow (< 0.65 mm

wide) area proximal to the leading edge.4) For activa-
tion, Arp2/3 complex requires three factors, the

mother �lament, actin monomer and activators such

as WASP/WAVE family of proteins.112) Especially
the WAVE complex119) is highly concentrated to

the lamellipodium tip.120) Single-molecule observa-

tion revealed that distribution of the duration time
of Arp2/3 association to the actin network �ts with

a single exponential curve. Thus a single rate-limiting

step probably controls Arp2/3 complex dissociation.
A co�lin/ADF protein actophorin121) and coronin96)

accelerate debranching whereas cortactin inhibits

debranching.122) Le Clainche et al.123) showed that
ATP hydrolysis by Arp2/3 complex coincides with

debranching, whereas Dayel and Mullins124) argued

that Arp2/3 complex hydrolyzes ATP immediately
upon nucleation. It remains to be solved how the

timing of the dissociation of Arp2/3 complex is de-

termined in the cell.
2) Formin family. On the other hand, the

Formin family (Formins) is responsible for the for-

mation of a di�erent set of actin �laments such
as actin stress �bers and cytokinetic contractile

rings.125),126) Formins share conserved FH1 and FH2

domains in their C-terminal halves.127) With the FH2
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domain, Formins nucleate actin �laments.128),129) Re-
markably FH2 domains stay processively associated

with the growing barbed end while the �lament

elongates. This property was initially recognized as

‘leaky cap’. At low concentrations, FH2 domains de-
crease the rate of actin subunit exchange at the

barbed end to a certain extent while allowing subunit

addition at higher concentrations.130),131) This leaky

Fig. 5. Possible dynamic instability-like behavior of F-actin plus end. Combined with recent progress in biochemical analysis of
the actin disassembling machinery consisting of co�lin, AIP1 and coronin,79) the fast single-molecule kinetics of capping pro-
tein4) and AIP15) implies one-end growth and shrinkage behavior of F-actin, reminiscent of dynamic instability of the micro-
tubules plus end.
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cap property led researchers to hypothesize the

processive capping of the growing barbed end by
Formins.131)

A proof of the processive actin capping by For-

mins was brought by the experiments demonstrating
antagonism between Formins and CP.132) However,

a possibility still remained for non-processive mecha-

nisms such as a cluster of molecules associating with
the side of the barbed end �lament (See Fig. 1 in ref.

125). Recently, such a mechanism has been demon-

strated for VASP.133) The VASP family134) has an
actin nucleation activity which becomes apparent

under non-physiological low salt conditions. VASP

prevents capping protein from the barbed end. Cer-
tainly VASP and Formins share common properties.

However, processive motion of VASP has not been
observed (See for example supplementary video 6 in

ref. 4; a cluster of VASP move forward in this movie,

but this does not prove processive movement of indi-
vidual VASP molecules).

A recent work provided compelling evidence for

non-processive barbed end elongation by VASP.133)

When VASP was clustered on the surface of beads,

long range barbed end growth occurred in a manner

insensitive to CP. Probably a cluster of VASP inter-
acts one after the other with the barbed end and pro-

tects it from CP without processively moving along

the growing barbed end. Formins can protect the
barbed end at lower concentrations than VASP.

This di�erence made it less likely that Formins use

the same clustering mechanism as VASP. However
in 2003, a direct proof was awaited for the processive

mechanism of Formins.

My research brought a conclusion to this prob-
lem by direct visualization. Single-molecule observa-

tion of the FH1-FH2 domain of mDia1 directly dem-

onstrated its directional movement in living cells.68)

The FH1-FH2 unit structure moves over several

tens of microns at 2 mm/s, which is comparable to

the speed of kinesin and myosin in motility assays.
The FH2 domain alone can move processively albeit

at a slower speed of 0.13 mm/s. Moreover, processive

actin assembly at the contact of recombinant mDia1
FH1-FH2 was reconstituted in vitro. Later, other

groups employing similar in vitro single-�lament

elongation assays elucidated the acceleration mecha-
nism of the barbed end growth by Formins. Pro�lin

accelerates elongation of the FH1-FH2 bound barbed

end remarkably fast, 5{15 times faster than the na-
tive �lament69),135)–137) as it was predicted from the

fast speed of mDia1 FH1-FH2.68) Formins can thus

produce a long actin �lament over the diameter of
the cell in a short duration. Formins probably have

evolved to enable rapid assembly of actin stress �bers

and other structure-bridging F-actin.
Genetic studies have identi�ed the roles of

Formins in vivo. mDia1 is a mammalian homolog

of Drosophila diaphanous, which is essential in cyto-
kinesis. Among 3 mammalian isoforms, mDia2 is

speci�cally essential in cytokinesis of certain cell

types.138) mDia1�/� mice are viable, but exhibit
abnormal proliferation and migration of T lympho-

cytes.139),140) mDia1�/� mice develop age-dependent

myeloproliferative disorder.141) This phenotype is
reminiscent of myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)

which is often associated with deletion in chromo-
some 5q. Human Dia1 gene is located in 5q31.3 and

adds the list of candidates for a tumor suppressor

such as EGR1, RPS14 and a-catenin in 5q�

MDS.142) Mouse Formin-2 is essential in positioning

of the meiotic spindle,143) an actin-dependent pro-

cess. Over wide eukaryotic species including yeast,
C. elegans and Drosophila, Formins play important

roles in the cell polarity formation in early develop-

ment and cytokinesis. Please refer to other review
articles to follow the progress of the entire Formin

�eld.125)–127),144),145)

3) Nucleators with tandem WH2 domains.

This recently emerged group includes Spire,146)

Cobl,147) VopF,148) VopL149) and Lmod150) which

contain three or four tandem WH2 domains. The
WH2 domain151),152) is also found in other types of

actin regulators such as WASP, VASP, MIM,153)–155)

IRSp53,156) thymosin b4 family and its related mole-
cule ciboulot.157),158) Through WH2 domains, these

molecules interact with either G-actin or F-actin

and exert various e�ects such as monomer sequestra-
tion, nucleation, barbed end elongation and sca�old-

ing. The WH2 domain consists of a short amino acid

stretch (17{43 aa) with a conserved N-terminal helix
and a four amino acid motif corresponding to the

LKKT in thymosin b4.152) The N-terminal helix in-

teracts with the cleft between actin subdomains 1
and 3 near the barbed end side of actin. The LKKT

motif binds to a hydrophobic pocket on the actin sur-

face.158)–160) The two to three WH2 domains in tan-
dem stabilize an actin dimer or trimer along the

long pitch helix of F-actin,161) illuminating the mode

of �lament nucleation. In N-WASP, the WH2 do-
main is followed by its closely related C motif. The
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C motif binds Arp2 (actin related protein 2) and sta-

bilizes the association of the WH2-bound actin sub-
unit with Arp2. Dominguez and his colleagues pro-

posed that the C motif is a variant of the WH2

domain which has speci�cally evolved for Arp2.
They further proposed that WASP/WAVE is con-

ceptually viewed as actin �lament nucleators that

speci�cally use the actin related protein (Arp2) in-
stead of actin to build �lament nuclei.162)

On the other hand, the WCA region of WASP/

WAVE dramatically increases the ef�ciency for
Arp2/3 complex activation upon homo- or heterodi-

merization.163) The 2:1 complex formation between

GST-WCA (VCA) and Arp2/3 complex implies an
additional interface on the surface of Arp2/3 com-

plex for the interaction with the second WCA region.
Furthermore, the WH2 motif in N-WASP interacts

with the barbed end �lament, supporting attachment

of F-actin to moving membranes.164) Thus diverse
functions are brought by distinct combinations of

WH2 domains. Together with the non-processive

actin elongation by a cluster of VASP,133) a variety
of activities by the cooperative actions of multiple

WH2 domains within a single or combinations of

WH2 proteins operate in the actin system, which are
now being revealed.

7. A clue for activation mechanism of mDia1

and Formins: G-actin inhibitors

I describe a novel role of homeostasis between

G- and F-actin which bridges the gap between actin

disassembly and polymer reassembly.
The GTP-bound form of Rho binds N-terminal

region of mDia1. mDia1 is an autoinhibited molecule,

and the binding of Rho opens mDia1 to release the
activity of the FH1-FH2 unit.32),165) On a mission to

seek small molecule compounds that evoke processive

actin assembly by mDia1, latrunculin B (LatB) was
unexpectedly identi�ed.9) LatB is a G-actin inhibitor

and is widely used to probe actin-dependent cellular

processes. LatB binds G-actin near its ATP binding
site and inhibits nucleotide exchange and �lament

assembly.166) When administrated at a high con-

centration (>1 mM), LatB stops the movement of
mDia1 because of a loss in the polymerization-

competent G-actin.68) But at a lower dose, LatB dra-

matically increases the frequency of processively-
moving mDia1. This induction is observed as early

as 10 s after the perfusion of 100 nM LatB, accompa-
nied by a reduction in the speed of mDia1.9)

The induction of processive mDia1 speckles is

reproduced by analogous treatments such as swinho-
lide A and unpolymerizable G13R and R62D actins.

Swinholide A-bound G-actin forms an anti-parallel

dimer.167) This dimer species is distinct from a
readily polymerizing dimer obtained by cross-linking

adjacent subunits in the F-actin helix.168) The anti-

parallel dimer neither �ts with the structure of actin
in complex with the FH2 domain of Bni1p169) nor

promotes actin nucleation.168) I therefore predict

that swinholide A promotes actin nucleation by
mDia1 not through dimer stabilization.

The FH1-FH2 or FH2 region of mDia1 alone

responds to low-dose LatB and display increased
processive movement. Rho is required for full-length

mDia1 being in an open conformation, but is not a
direct mediator of LatB-increased actin nucleation

by mDia1. LatB thus increases the rate of actin nu-

cleation by acting on the FH2 catalytic core domain
of mDia1 in cells. In marked contrast, LatB has only

negative e�ects on mDia1 FH2-catalyzed actin

�lament assembly in vitro.9)

8. Latrunculin paradox: inhibitor-induced

increase in drug-free targets

The opposite e�ects of LatB on the mDia1-
catalyzed actin nucleation between in cells and

in vitro puzzled me. While pro�lin binds G-actin

noncompetitively with latrunculin, the binding of
latrunculin reduces the af�nity between Tb4 and G-

actin.166) In one study, latrunculin-induced concen-

tration changes of G-actin either free or bound to
partners were extensively analyzed.170) The authors

of this study concluded that latrunculin has little

e�ect on the concentration of free G-actin. Even so,
I reevaluated this issue by kinetic modeling. My re-

search group came to notice the paradoxical increase

in the free G-actin concentration induced by LatB.9)

The simulation analysis predicted that LatB induces

a several-fold increase in the concentration of free G-

actin (Fig. 6). This increase in free G-actin is accom-
panied by the accumulation of several micromolar

LatB in the cell compartment. The underlying key

mechanism for this paradoxical drug e�ect is the ac-
cumulation of total G-actin. In addition to the pri-

mary e�ect of LatB to inactivate G-actin, LatB

causes a 1.2{1.3 fold increase in the total G-actin
concentration as a result of decreased actin assembly,

which in turn raises the free G-actin concentration
several fold. This latter e�ect is due to the saturation
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of the bu�ering capacity of G-actin sequestering pro-

teins. This study highlight an unprecedented exam-
ple of pharmacological e�ects in which an antagonist

increases the concentration of drug-free targets in a

complex biological system.9)

9. G-actin regulation of F-actin nucleation

and reassembly

Figure 7 summarizes the model for dual regula-
tion of mDia1-catalyzed actin assembly. Rho signaling

determines the ratio of the opened and the closed

forms of mDia1, whereas an increase in free G-actin

e�ectively converts the opened mDia1 to the actin
nucleating state, leading to fast long-range actin

�lament assembly. Since the ef�ciency of actin nucle-

ation by Formins depends on the cubic of the free G-
actin concentration in vitro, FH2 domains may serve

as sensitive sensors for the concentration �uctuation

of free G-actin in the cell. In accordance with this
idea, a distantly-related member of Formins, FRL1,

also exhibits frequent processive movement in re-

sponse to low-dose LatB. In contrast, Arp2/3 com-

Fig. 7. Feedback actin polymer restoration mechanism involving mDia1. Rho signaling determines the ratio between the closed
(left) and the opened (right) form of mDia1. An increase in free G-actin ef�ciently converts ‘‘opened’’ mDia1 to the fully-active
actin nucleating state, leading to fast long-range actin �lament assembly in cells. With this property, mDia1 responds to acute
disruption of F-actin structures evoked by physical stress or by extracellular stimuli-induced active actin remodeling, and
rapidly restores cellular actin polymers by their fast actin elongation ability.

Fig. 6. Latrunculin paradox.9) The left panel depicts the scheme of kinetic modeling used for estimating time-dependent con-
centration changes of each G-actin species either free or bound to LatB, Tb4 and/or pro�lin. G, L, T, and P represent G-actin,
LatB, thymosin-b4 (Tb4) and pro�lin, respectively. The simulation results (middle and right graphs) revealed the paradoxical
e�ect of latrunculin B. The primary action of latrunculin B is to bind G-actin and inhibit actin polymerization. In experiments,
slowdown of actin elongation by mDia1 and a �30% F-actin decrease were observed in cells treated with low-dose LatB. The
change in the balance between F- and G-actin leads to the paradoxical, several fold increase in free G-actin accompanied by
saturation of the G-actin sequestering activities in the simulation. Adopted with permission from J. Cell Sci. 121, 3403-3412,
Fig. 4B (2008).
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plex does not respond to LatB.9) Activities of actin

nucleators may thus be regulated di�erentially by
the G-actin concentration in the cell.

Another important notion is that the emergence

frequency of processive mDia1 correlates with the lo-
cal concentration of AIP1. During the course of the

initial work that proved the processive actin elonga-

tion by mDia1,68) it was noticed that the FH2 do-
main construct of mDia1 frequently appears in dis-

crete foci found at the base of lamellipodia. From

these spots, mDia1 FH2 mutants appear and move
away as if such foci were a fountain of processive

mDia1. This �nding had not been explored for a

while. Later, the similarity in the spatiotemporal dy-
namics between mDia1 FH2 and AIP1 was noticed.

It was then con�rmed that the local concentration of

AIP1 correlates with the emergence frequency of
both full-length and the FH2 mutant of mDia1 (Fig.

8).9) This coincidence is also observed between AIP1

and other processive Formins including FRL1 (un-
published results). The association of AIP1 with F-

actin depends on the activity of co�lin. In vitro, the

association of Formins to free barbed ends was de-
scribed by direct microscopic observation, but this

event appears to be much less frequent than �lament

nucleation on the image.69) Therefore appearance of
processive mDia1 in the cell may mostly represent

de novo �lament nucleation. The above �ndings are

best interpreted as showing that an increase in the
local G-actin release upregulates the ef�ciency of

�lament nucleation by mDia1.

mDia1 demonstrates the greatest rates of ac-
celerated actin elongation among Formins.69),135)

mDia1�N3 elongates actin at the rate of 2 mm/s

(Q720 subunits/s) in cells.68) Eukaryotic cells, whose
diameter reaches several tens of microns, have proba-

bly evolved to obtain these fast actin elongating sys-

tems. For example, leukocytes in the blood �ow need
to adhere the vessel wall within a few seconds after

stimulation by leukotrienes. Even with mDia1, it
takes �ve seconds to form de novo actin �laments

which bridge over the diameter of leukocytes. The

property of mDia1 may also provide an ef�cient way
to rapidly reassemble actin polymers when cells are

subjected to physical stress. The alignment of actin

stress �bers remarkably alters when cells are sub-
jected to cyclic stretch.171),172) Rho is activated upon

stretch of smooth muscle cells173) and plays a role in

stretch-induced reorientation of stress �bers in endo-
thelial cells.174) Mechanical stress-induced disassem-

bly of actin stress �bers may possibly upregulate

actin nucleation by mDia1 through an increase in G-
actin. The role of the G-actin regulated actin poly-

mer restoration mechanism is currently under inves-

tigation by the use of �uorescence single-molecule
observation.

10. Perspective and future directions

In this article, I have focused on the accomplish-
ment of live-cell �uorescence single-molecule imaging

developed in my research, and described its implica-

tions in relation to �ndings from other studies. As
the readers may notice, most of comparison is made

against in vitro actin biochemistry rather than in

vivo phenotype analysis. Direct comparison between
the single-molecule data and the biochemical knowl-

edge has led us to �nd the important links such as

�lament severing-mediated barbed end disruption
(Fig. 5) and G-actin regulation of actin nucleation

by Formins (Figs. 7 and 8). Single-molecule imaging

has an enormous advantage in elucidating the cou-
pling between the probe and its surrounding mole-

cules under the complex intracellular environment.
With its speeds and quantitative characteristics,

Fig. 8. Enhanced F-actin nucleation by mDia1 around the
sites of vigorous actin disassembly in live XTC cells
(adopted from ref. 9). Colocalization between the emergence
site of the single-molecule mDia1 FH2 probe (circles), the
catalytic core for its actin nucleation activity, and the dis-
tribution of AIP1 (mPlum-tagged; �uorescence image) is
shown. AIP1 is a cofactor of co�lin and was used to monitor
the distribution of co�lin-catalyzed actin disassembly. Scale
bar, 5 mm. Adopted with permission from J. Cell Sci. 121,
3403-3412, Fig. 6 (2008).
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single-molecule approach can be a powerful tool to

elucidate elementary process in many dynamic bio-
logical systems.

On the other hand, there still remains a gap be-

tween molecular kinetics and determination of the
cell behavior. To bridge over the gap, modeling and

computational analysis are becoming more and more

important. The example of the paradoxical latruncu-
lin e�ect (chapter 7{9) highlights the importance of

quantitative modeling. At the same time, this exam-

ple warns us to be cautious before moving on to
modeling of the body processes on the computer

chip. We still do not fully understand biological

systems as simple as the ‘latrunculin paradox’ case
(Figs. 6 and 7).

Finally, I introduce another use of single-
molecule imaging for bridging the gap over elemen-

tary and whole body processes. Pharmacological per-

turbation and real time in vivo molecular behavior
analysis often synergize to reveal hidden molecular

linkages. Recently, my research group has found the

�rst example of inhibitor-induced conformational
regulation of kinases.175) Imatinib, a very successful

kinase inhibitor in the treatment of chronic myeloge-

nous leukemia, induces rapid translocation of its tar-
get, Abelson kinase (c-abl) to the cell edge. This

translocation is triggered by the drug-induced com-

plex formation with unknown cofactor(s). Despite
extensive studies employing biochemistry, genetics,

cell-based assays and structural analysis, our �ndings

had not been recognized for many years. Two char-
acteristics of live-cell single-molecule imaging, (i) a

whole set of molecules reconstituted in the assay and

(ii) its capability of observing a speci�c molecular
event, enabled us to discover this unanticipated e�ect

of kinase inhibitors. Real time observation of the e�ect

of small compounds on the target behavior may thus
help elucidate the mechanism of action of the drugs.

Conversely, small compounds provide tools to per-

turb molecular functions rapidly. This combination
should deepen our understanding of molecular func-

tions in vivo. Small compounds may be the key to

bridge the gap of our knowledge between elementary
and whole body processes in the post genomic era.
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